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Abstract—By analyzing the current situation of domestic educational technology application in colleges and universities’ physical education, the assay is going to identify important achievements, analyze existing problems, and elaborate the development trends of physical education in colleges and universities. In this thesis, we considered that the inevitable new trends of physical education in colleges and universities was an innovation of teaching ideas, modes and methods, which reflects in the reform of teaching methods and the innovation of training means.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After years of development, modern education technology in physical education discipline has achieved outstanding achievements that unprecedented attention was given by sports teachers and researchers, and an agreement was reached that full use of educational technology can not only benefit the design, development, utility, assessment and management of sports teaching training process and teaching training material, which help colleges form self characteristics, but also help in solving the bottleneck problems in physical education and thus achieves the optimization of the combination of theory and practice in the physical education process of colleges and universities.

II. RELATED ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

A. Professional Committee of China Association for Technology in College Sports Teaching

It is one of the largest academic community of China Association For Educational Technology. Referred to as Physical Education Committee, it is founded in November of 1987 in Jinan University in Guangzhou. It now has over 80 governing units and mainly devotes in the research and application of education technology, network courses, CAI courses, multimedia teaching and teaching reforms, which has largely broadened the application of modern educational technology in sports teaching in colleges and universities.

B. Sports Computer Use Branch of China Sport Science Society

It found five study groups: computer-assisted exercise training group, educational technology group (colleges Group), educational technology group (PE group), physical education management group and electronic athletics study group. The five study groups are of outstanding features and focus on five different research directions, which strive for better academic, application and demonstration of educational technology in physical education of colleges and universities and make a great contribution to all-round and concerted development in China's sports.

III. THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF RESEARCH RESULTS

With the application of educational technology in physical education, the educational technology has become a breakthrough tool for the development of teaching methods. Moreover, the combination, mutual penetration and mutual promotion of modern education technology theory and physical education practice has become the driving force for physical education advance and promote sports teaching from experience to the information age rapidly in all of aspects. Nowadays, the modern educational technology, the application of computer in physical education of colleges and universities, sports training, competition and management are playing an indispensable role.

In the three major national educational technology application competitions from 2009 to 2014, the physical education major has achieved an outstanding results (see Figure I.).
The development of physical education software is insufficient, and the design of teaching environment is too simple. The main shortage level are as follows:

- The development of physical education software are basically focused on public fitness project. The scope of projects are not enough and the professionalism is not strong.
- The design of teaching environment is too simple, which reflects in the digital cinema presentation, imitation of course design and so on. Though the ornamental stuff are attractive to the students, the interaction between the teachers and students are too simple. The main shortage level are as follows:
- The development of physical education software are based on physical activity, which is a core course in college physical education. In fact, of all the practical courses in physical education, most of the courses are skill-oriented projects. However, teachers occupies the leading place in the teaching process by limb demonstration and evaluation, ignoring the dominant role of students, thus leading to the situation that more active the teacher be, the more passive the students be. Practice has proved that the teaching goals can not be achieved and existing problems can not be solved effectively by traditional skills practice or solely the teacher's explanation, demonstration, evaluation of physical knowledge.

B. Unable to Form a Unified Team

The education technology research efforts have not been integrated to be a unified team. Nowadays, the backbone strength of educational technology are mainly majored in computer, education or communication who do not have a great knowledge of sports. The lack of the combination of education technology theory and sports skill practice; and the ignorance of construction of sports specialty but focusing on the theory design, making the unable to achieve the breakthrough in the theoretical disciplines.

C. Inadequate Funding and Uneven Development of Educational Technology

The inadequate funding and uneven development of educational technology in different schools restricts the comprehensive application of educational technology. The investment funds needed in the application of educational technology is very big, especially in the construction of education information teaching environment. Nowadays, the application of educational technology in physical education of colleges and universities are not satisfied, which mainly reflects in the insufficience of boutique resource sharing courses and boutique resource public video classes and so on. Take Jiangxi province as an example, in 2011 to 2014, the provincial project courses are only 5, which is far behind all other subjects.

Incompletely Change of the Concept of Physical Education Teachers

The physical education teachers have not completely change their concept of professional experience teaching, which inverterately limits the scope of research and the practice in educational technology. Over the years, the sports professional skills course is based on “physical activity”, which is a core course in college physical education. In fact, of all the practical courses in physical education, most of the courses are skill-oriented projects. However, teachers occupies the leading place in the teaching process by limb demonstration and evaluation, ignoring the dominant role of students, thus leading to the situation that more active the teacher be, the more passive the students be. Practice has proved that the teaching goals can not be achieved and existing problems can not be solved effectively by traditional skills practice or solely the teacher's explanation, demonstration, evaluation of physical knowledge.

D. Insufficient Development of Physical Education Software and Simplicity of the Design of Teaching Environment

The development of physical education software is insufficient, and the design of teaching environment is too simple. The main shortage level are as follows:

- The development of physical education software are basically focused on public fitness project. The scope of projects are not enough and the professionalism is not strong.
- The design of teaching environment is too simple, which reflects in the digital cinema presentation, imitation of course design and so on. Though the ornamental stuff are attractive to the students, the interaction between the teachers and students are...
becoming less and the participation of students are missed. How to improve the students’ proficiency level and innovate the teaching methods are becoming imminent problems in physical education.

- The lack of network interactive teaching and use of multimedia network, the teachers and students can not get more effective communication after class, which can not show effectively extension of educational technology in physical education.
- The guidance tool of modern educational technology enables students to have access to excellent software, which benefits the coaching and personalized learning. The teachers can monitor the development of students and give them timely guidance whenever needed.

V. NEW TRENDS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The key points and difficult points of educational technology in colleges and universities are the case studies of the design, development and application of learning environment theory. The learning environment theory emphasizes on the learning initiative, collaboration and situational analysis, which means improving the construction of knowledge and the promoting the transfer of learning.

A. Changes in the Way Students Learn

The students changed from passively accept and repeatedly skills practice to active learning skills; they use a variety of professional information resources to recreate their own learning skills and thus master their ability of how to learn. In this case, students cultivate their own independent thinking abilities, appearance thinking abilities and problems-solving abilities while training their motor skills.

B. Changes of Teachers’ Role

The teachers changed from the traditional interpreter and demonstrator to an instructor and a helper. The teachers are no longer solely guide to practical skills, but an instructor who helps the students to be a self learner. At the same time, the teachers can not only use the CAI courseware to guide students to understand the professional skills of movement structure features and application methods, but also deal with the instruction of professional sports skills during the action and correct the error methods. The professional sports skills and abilities of the teachers are basic for the curriculum integration. The PE teachers should have the abilities to make full use of information equipment and information resources, as well as the abilities to process information, create new information and do researches.

C. Changes in the Role of the Media

The teaching media changes from the tool for the PE teachers to demonstrate to the tool for the students to learn knowledge and construct their own knowledge system. At the same time, the teaching media is not only the network, but also the learning objects of students.

D. Progresses in Education Resources Expansion and Teaching Software Design

Firstly, the expansion and innovation of education resources in colleges and universities can improve students’ cooperative learning, which benefits the development of students’ cognitive abilities and the cultivation of students’ explore consciousness, skill practice abilities etc. Secondly, the approaches of education software development are becoming more micro, diversified and personalized. The innovation of instructional design platform is the key factor to improve teaching results and the main tool for minimizing the differences between the instructional design theories and the teaching practice. It is also useful means to solve the bottleneck problems in the effectiveness of teaching and learning, which may give a strong impact on traditional teaching and assessment.

E. Continuous Innovation of Educational Technology Continuously Reforms the Learning Environment

The continuous innovation of educational technology continuously reforms the learning environment, especially in computer image, graphics technology in sports training and teaching, which has taken an irreplaceable role in physical education. The continuous innovation of educational technology can fully solve the difficult problems and the bottleneck problems in sports training and sports teaching, and the auxiliary system of it can greatly teaching effects and athletic performance, which including the following points:

- Establish the comparison system of teaching evaluation and feedback.
- Improve the quality of technical movements, effectively solve the key problems and difficulty problems.
- Analyze the characteristics of technical movements, give scientific guidance in teaching and training.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The application of educational technology in physical education of colleges and universities has been seen as a reform and innovation of teaching and training methods. Besides, the application of modern educational technology in physical education practice has achieved the transformation of teachers’ role and thus improve the educational technology and abilities of teachers. Moreover, the curriculum construction should appropriately combine the application of educational technology with the teaching ideas, goals, methods and means of traditional physical education curriculum, thus to achieve the innovation of teaching ideas, modes and methods, which also reflects an inevitable trend of educational technology in physical education of colleges and universities.
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